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WHY IS IT ENGLISH……..2 
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Because –  

Ronald F Michaelis 

& Richard Mundey 
 

 

& Peter R G Hornsby 
 

 

 

SAY IT WAS ENGLISH  
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BUT - CHRISTOPHER PEAL, A GENTLEMAN, DID NOT 
WRITE ABOUT THESE PIECES – WE DO NOT KNOW 

WHY HE DIDN’T 

 
Author of 
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…………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

 
The question arises that whilst there are a small number of 
pieces most of the above people said were English which 
appear to be dated around 1600 – 1616 what evidence is there 
that they were. These pieces have fine cast decoration which is 
extraordinary when found on English Pewter. The only other 
occurs with single narrow bands of finely cast flowers or grapes 
on the base of a few candlesticks or the rim of a few salts. 
Whilst rare on English/British pewter this style if not these exact 
designs were commonplace with German and Dutch. On these 
supposed English pieces, there is only one with a faded makers 
mark and that is under the base as will be shown. Thus, as no 
such English pieces appear before c1600 and not after 1616 and 
no English makers using such molds are known then how is it 
these are “English”. There is circumstantial evidence that 
suggests these might not be English and it is very unusual that 
Christopher Peal alone in this pantheon of experts made little 
or no comment about this work and these pieces. 
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IN 

 
First Published 1955: We find the following – 
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Pages 88-92 summarise Michaelis’s opinion of these pieces. To 
precis then the main points. 

a) These are some of the finest specimens of 16th-17th C 
pewter. Such work was likely to be discouraged by the 
‘powers governing the fraternity’ 

b) The granger Candlestick (Fig 79)is the most celebrated 
example along with the Tazza from St Mary’s West 
Cherford. 

c) No English Pewter of this type can be ascribed to earlier 
than James 1st 

d) The beaker in Fig 82 shows the Rose and Crown of England 
and the Prince of Wales Feathers and the initials H P for 
Henry Principus eldest son of James I. (Next para) these 
feathers combined with the feathers of Bohemia can only 
relate to Henry Fredericus. Thought this beaker was made 
for everyday use in the Royal Palace. H F dying in 1612 the 
beaker can be dated from 1610-1612. 
(the German cast wording ICH DIEN – possibly Dutch ICK 
DIEN is ignored but means – I serve – in either language. 
 

e)  Beaker in Fig 83 is smaller and varies in the formation of 
the foot (a replacement Michaelis thinks). He writes that 
bands of relief casting are similar and interspaced with 
arms of Stuarts in Garter and the Rose & Crown. 

f)  Beaker in Fig 85 a differing type but glorious arrays of 
Royal Stuart emblems. Prince of Wales feathers, above 
Rose & crown and Stuart Arms., Thistle, Fleur de Lys and 
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Rose. (as in stonework at Linlithgow Palace – home to 
James VI of Scotland before he became James I of England). 

g)  Beaker in Fig 84 is justified to be dated closely with Fig 82 
due to size style shape and ornamental decoration with 
two lines of wording in Roman Capitals  below the lip ‘TO 
DRINK AND BE MERRYE IS NOT AMISS – AND WITH THY 
FRED (friend) ABIDE – THY MIRTH AND DRINKING (MUST) 
TAKE HEED THOU DOEST NOT (SCOLD) R.B. 

h)  Plate or shallow dish in Fig 86 is shown to compare cast 
decoration of 17th C  

i) He writes – So far as is known no other writer has drawn 
attention to relief casting as an essential feature of English 
Pewter of the early 17th century though occasional 
decoration such as medallions in the bowls of pewter 
porringers have been noted. 

Thus for Ron F Michaelis despite lack of supporting evidence, 
and ignoring inconvenient German wording, and are the plumes 
Bohemian or English(?)  – we see that English fits his beliefs. 60 
or 100 more years of history and later he draws the reader’s 
attention to porringers with cast detail and spoons, neither of 
which are the subject of this article. 
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Published in 1969 
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This is more a book of photos and commentary beneath but in a 
short introduction (partially précised here) he writes – “There 
were two short periods during which relief cast decoration was 
used by British Pewterers; the first covering the previously 
shown examples ending at about the close of the reign of 
Charles I. This included some of the finest and rarest of this art . 
Three of them dateable 1616 and one other between 1610 and 
1612; whereas other examples may be dated by reasonable 
assumption to be not later than 1640. It returned at the 
commencement of the reign of William III or there abouts – 
exemplified on porringers with decorative medallions, 
thumbpieces on late Stuart Tankards and the flat ended stems 
of a group of trifid spoons. 

No reason given as to why the dates were short. No justification 
for these being British Pewterers. He likely knew the work at 
the time was common in Northern Germany and Holland. 

Previous German wording troubles him not at all – appears best 
not mentioned and the pieces with it on not illustrated. 
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In 1955 he wrote -  

Left hand side –  was Arabesque but still ‘Elizabethan’ 

 
Right hand side – 
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In 1955 he had written – (much the same as in 1969) 
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In 1955 he wrote -  

 
It seems rather more highly thought of by 1969 
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In 1955 he had written 

 
Thus (and he is surely allowed) it becomes in 1969 somewhat younger 

and has a different use. This surely shows how views change a little 
with time and evidence not liked is ignored. 
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In 1955 he had written – and it seemed to have more prestige 
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In 1964 and 1966 Ronald F Michaelis had two relevant articles published among 
others in “The Antique Collector” 

 

Royal Occasions in August 1966 only refers to the William and Mary Porringer 
shown before and adds nothing to our understanding of his views on most of 

these pieces mentioned here. 

……………………………………………………………………………… 

 

The next article shown “Decoration on English Pewterware” is 
important in that it refers to most of the pieces shown here. It also 

gives insights into his research into ‘fine cast decoration’. 

This was published first of these two articles in December 1964 
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Here he acknowledges Germanic and indeed French Influences, though no Dutch. 

 

 

The footed cup he writes was made (it was 
safe to assume) in England at the tail end of 
the 16th century.  
Has definite signs of the period of Elizabeth 
1st.  
The high quality of the metal, English casting 
being less well defined than German, makes 
him certain this is English 
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In the footed plate he sees heraldic devices 
including Arms of the City of London, 
Pewterers Company arms, lions, tudor roses 
etc (not Stuart roses then) and wording 
added later around the centre dating it 1621 

 
This beaker has become ‘Arabesque’ in 
design and the Prince of wales feathers are 
not mentioned but there is little reason to 
doubt it is of the period of James 1st with 
Stuart arms, Rose and Crown, Thistle, Rose 
and Fleur de lys identified. Hence he 
concludes likely to be made to celebrate the 
succession of James 1st to the crown.  

 

 
The Grainger Candlesick he writes that he 
thinks Grainger had something to do with the 
production. He refers to the cast in shields 
and similar motifs but identifies none. (The 
crowned rose perhaps looks a little Dutch?) 

 
The ‘two beakers’ he retells the story of 
Henricus Princeps(Prince Henry Frederick) so 
certain is he of the English provenance and 
the “H P” initials. 

 
He refers again to the William and Mary 
Porringer, and to another beaker in the 
ownership of Minchin 
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MOVING ON TO THE OTHERS WHO WROTE ABOUT THESE PIECES 
THOUGH NOT AS EXTENSIVELY AS HAD R F MICHAELIS 

…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

RICHARD MUNDEY SHOWN HERE BELOW IN HIS SHOP IN 1955 
 

 

 

At Harvard House for ten years or more were stored various papers of 
Richard Mundey’s which were never (as far as can be checked) ever 

examined. On removal of the Neish collection to Stirling many of these 
pages were copied and the following article typed by Mundey is 

amongst those. It has not been found to be published anywhere (yet). 
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THERE WERE NO ILLUSTRATIONS WITH THE ABOVE TYPED SCRIPT 
CONCERNING THE BEAKER AND THE SMALL PLATE 
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